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Best Senior Editor Award
Starting in 2015, MOR recognizes Senior Editors for their exceptional and noteworthy performance in helping authors realize the ‘jewel’ in their papers. The recent winners are listed below. The winners receive a certificate and public recognition at the annual MOR reception.

2019 Best Senior Editors Award Winners
Yang Cao, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Maral Muratbekova-Touron, ESCP Europe
Shameen Prashantham, CEIBS

2018 Best Senior Editor Award Winners
Lin Cui, Australian National University
Xiaowei Rose Luo, INSEAD
Till Talaulicar, University of Erfurt

Best Reviewer Award
Every year MOR recognizes members of the Editorial Review Board who have exemplified the spirit and mission of MOR by providing developmental, conscientious, and timely reviews. The recent winners are listed below. The winners receive a certificate and public recognition at the annual MOR reception.

2019 Reviewer Award Winners
Tatiana Andreeva, Maynooth University
Qian (Cecilia) Gu, Georgia State University
Eugene Kang, Nanyang Technological University
Minyoung Kim, University of Kansas
Ingo Kleindienst, Aarhus University

2018 Reviewer Award Winners
Ping Deng, Cleveland State University
Dali M, Drexel University
Yi Tang, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Cyndi Zhang, Singapore Management University
Abby Jingzi Zhou, University of Nottingham Ningbo, China
Best Paper in Chinese Theory of Management Award

The ‘theory of Chinese management’ approach (adapting imported theories for the Chinese context) and the ‘Chinese theory of management’ approach (developing original theories for the Chinese context) are both necessary and valuable. To promote original theorizing to account for management phenomena that are particularly salient or unique in China, Peking University Press (PUP) has set up the PUP-MOR Best Paper in Chinese Theory of Management Award. The award aims to recognize the best paper published in MOR that addresses new research questions, identifies new concepts, and/or develop new theories from the ‘Chinese theory of management’ perspective. The Awards Committee identifies three finalists among the papers published in MOR over the previous two years and which are deemed as exemplary of the spirit of this award. Congratulations to the winning authors and all finalists!

2018 PUP-MOR Award Winner

2016 PUP-MOR Award Winner

2014 PUP-MOR Award Winner